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Managerial abstract

Ljubljana Forum 2011 was an exceptional two days
event in Ljubljana castle with 150 participants from
29 countries. EU and city governance, urban planners
and architects, business sector, academia and research
community, and civil society were present.
Representatives gathered in one place to create a
framework of vision building through seven sessions in
the field of global challenges, European identity of cities
and smart industry solutions for future of cities. At the
same time good practice cases of existing solutions were
presented.
The conference stressed the importance of regional
cooperation and symbiotic relations for creating foresight
strategies to strengthen knowledge-based governance,
supported with financial instruments in the scope of EU
Danube Strategy implementation.
Blaž Golob
In the challenging year of 2011 Ljubljana Forum partners
and dedicated organising team open a new creative
platform of cooperation. Cooperation that goes beyond
borders of countries, interest groups and metropolitan
rural divide.

Chairman of Ljubljana Forum

Why?
To enable prosperity and to get things done.
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About the event

Objectives of
Ljubljana Forum 2011
• To present global challenges
and European identity … and
interact.
• To present governance
instruments, including financial
mechanisms … and interact.
• To present good practice cases
and plans of the capitals of the
region of South East Europe …
and interact.
• To present industry city
governance solutions … and
interact.
• To connect, bring about new
initiatives and move forward.

Blaž Golob,

Director
of CeGD and Chairman of
the conference, welcomed
all participants of the first
Ljubljana Forum 2011 –
Future of Cities and specified
objectives of the gathering.

Background of
Ljubljana Forum
2011
Issues of future urban
development have undergone
the European Commission's
reflection process on the
"Cities of tomorrow". Several
discussions led to the creation
of the final report »Cities of
tomorrow: challenges, visions,
ways forward«, issued in
October 2011.

Zoran Janković,

Mayor
of Ljubljana, welcomed the
gathering as an opportunity
to create optimistic future for
our cities.

Igor Lukšič, Minister
of Education and Sport of
the Republic of Slovenia,
stressed the importance of
dealing with issues regarding
future of cities, since cities
will have crucial impacts on
our future.

Official Opening of
Ljubljana Forum 2011
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City governors, mayors and
vice mayors endorsed the very
first Ljubljana Forum 2011
Mayor of Ljubljana

Mr Zoran Janković

About the Speakers of
Ljubljana Forum 2011

Corinne Hermant-de Callataÿ, Policy Officer, Directorate-General for
Regional Policy, European Commission
Cities of Tomorrow
»Cities are key to the sustainable development of the EU, taking into account its
social, economic and environmental dimensions, and key to an integrated approach
to the implementation of EU 2020.«

Mayor of Podgorica

Mr Miomir Mugoša

Sanjin Arifagić, Senior Expert on Economic and Social Development,
Regional Cooperation Council
RCC Contribution to Promoting the »Bottom up« approach
»We must develop a regional approach to development and create regional
strategies.«

Blaž Golob, Director of CeGD & Chairman of Ljubljana Forum

Mayor of Zagreb

Futures of Danube Region & the Role of Cities
»The real challenges ahead of us are how to connect top down priorities with
bottom up initiatives.«

Mr Milan Bandić

Jerome C. Glenn, Director of the Millennium Project
Global Challenges and the Role of Metropolises
»Acceleration of change is driven by our Brains – our focus and collective intelligence
determines the future quality of our cities.«

Vice Mayor of Budapest

Mr István György
Boris Podrecca, Atelier Boris Podrecca
Danube Area and Middle Europe, Comparative Global Advantage
»The main comparative global advantage of European Metropolises in the Danube
Region is in their more human and diversity-tolerant archiculture of living and
working with regard to metropolises in China or England.«

Vice Mayor of Vienna

Ms Maria Vassilakou

Maria Vassilakou, Vice Mayor of Vienna
Changing Urbanities – Changing Vienna
»Densely populated can be beautiful when combined with the quality of life, which
cities can provide.«
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Miran Gajšek, Head of the Department for Spatial Management, City of Ljubljana
& Co-Chairman of Ljubljana Forum
Ljubljana Urban Development Plan /Metropolitan Region and Danube Strategy
»Foresight and planning for the cities network in the Danube strategy has to have multilevel
approach. Metropolitan European Growth Area (MEGA) represents the first level, the second
level are representing the cross border and international functional regions (e. g. along TEN’s
corridors), and the third level represents the Danube region as the European macroregion.«

Peter Gabrijelčič, Dean, Faculty for Architecture, University of Ljubljana

Making Cities Work – Our Contributions to the Challenges of Sustainable Urban
Infrastructure
»Sustainability is the key to success for urban planning and technology is the key
lever to make sustainable urban development happen.«

The Role of the Academia in the Development of Metropolises
»Academia is the pool of knowledge in the field of expertise, offering new
knowledge, new ideas, creative solutions.«

Guy Danon, Local & regional government, Public Services Field industry,
SAP Europe, Middle East & Africa

Jože Mermal, BTC

Dejan Cvetković, Regional Technology Officer, Microsoft CEE
City e-Governance, Case Study
»Technology supported solutions achieve greater citizen satisfaction through
high-quality, low-cost service delivery and promote greater consultation and
participation.«

Michael Kehoe, IBM, Industry Solutions Development Smart Cities

	
  

Challenges of Smart Cities
»A Smarter City is one that increases prosperity by using information to make
insightful decisions, by predicting problems to resolve them proactively and by
coordinating its resources to operate effectively.«

Michael Witbrock, CTO, ENVIGENCE

	
  

ENVIGENCE – Municipality, Designer of the Future
»Environmental intelligence means tools for municipalities to improve the
prospects for their future, to build their own futures.«

Christof Droste, General Manager, Hella Saturnus Slovenija d.o.o.
Hella, the Power of Innovation
»We all have to concentrate on innovations.«
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The Role of SEE Programme and IPA Funds for the Future Development of the
South East Europe Area
»Transnational cooperation programmes encourage a sustainable and balanced
development of the European territory.«

Georg Wilms, Vice President at Siemens One

Creating Citizen Value While Containing Costs
»A best-run city delivers its core services to the public in a strikingly efficient
manner. That is the best-run smart city which also has a system ability to
transform.«

	
  

Ivan Curzolo, Head of Project Development and Management Unit, SEE
Joint Technical Secretariat

Vision and Realization of the Project Šmartinska Partnership
»The key to the synergy of Šmartinska Partnership is the right balance of public and
private programmes.«

	
  

	
  

Alexander Prosser, Chairman of the Forum eGovernment at the Austrian
Computer Society, University of Vienna
eGovernance of Metropolis
»Today, social peace and smooth city/industrial development represent a locational
advantage.«

Emira Bečić, Senior Advisor at Ministry of Science, Education and Sports
of Croatia
Measurement for Success – City Indicators
»Sustainable city indicators are aiming to encourage healthy competition,
stimulate discussion and are suggesting new ways of thinking about cities.«

Mitja Jermol, Head of the Center for Knowledge Transfer at Jožef Stefan
Institute
Symbiotic Region and Democratic Challenges of Municipality Governance and
Strengthen Families
»Symbiosis is becoming the core concept in the emerging new society.«

	
  
	
  

	
  

Simon Mokorel, CFO at ENVIGENCE
Efficient Infrastructure
»Prudent use of knowledge and technology are needed to provide for more rational
management of city services' provision.«

Anton Rop, Vice President European Investment Bank
Financial Instruments of the European Investment Bank
»Providing technical and financial support to urban development in EU27 is a key
priority of EIB lending.«

Summary report on Future of Cities

Simon Delakorda, Director at INePA
Participatory eGovernance Applications
»Enabling bottom-up e-participation of civil society stakeholders is becoming
inherent part of good governance practices.«
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Moderators of
Ljubljana Forum 2011
Mateja Štirn, ISA Institut and Suzana Antič, Principal at Kindergarten
Trnovo, Ljubljana
Strengthening Families
»Cooperative and partnership relations among educational institutions, the families,
their children and local communities are the basis for building the protective factors
and enabling environment for children and families.«

	
  

	
  

Andrej Drapal, Consortium Robba
High on Intellect - Low on Carbon
»High quality living conditions are a key opportunity for the future of SEE Region. To
achieve that, we will develop low carbon based business and innovation environment.«

Daniela Bervar, Country Manager for Slovenia at Cotrugli Business School
»Future development of cities lies in the hands of various parties. Ljubljana Forum
2011 presented key guidelines and think-paths regarding future development of
cities every decision maker, local or national, should take into consideration.«

Jože Gričar, Professor, Faculty of Organizational Sciences, University of
Maribor
Inter-Municipality Initiative: Cross-border eCollaboration in the Danube eRegion
»Cooperation in problem solving, open innovation and experimenting are important
components of the successful eMunicipality development.«

Agata Tomažič, journalist at Delo
»Europe is a cradle of urban dwelling and it is therefore of vital importance to never
stop improving the quality of life in our cities. Ljubljana Forum is a good opportunity
to kick off a cooperation between them, hopefully not only with mayors shaking
hands and smiling, but also with tangible and long-term projects.«

Janez Podobnik, Director of the ECPD International Institute for Sustainable
Development, Urban Planning and Environmental Studies in Ljubljana
Recreational and Long Distance Tourist Bicycle lanes along Sava River, Connecting
Capital Cities Ljubljana, Zagreb and Belgrade
»Involved cities in the cross-border cooperation project benefit from cooperating,
especially in terms of good practice exchange.«

	
  

Stefano Zara, Key Account Manager, Tooway Regional Sales Manager
Europe Emerging Countries and Balkans at Skylogic and Tihomir Divjak,
Consultant for Balkans, Skylogic
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Barbara Bulc, President of Global Development, Geneva
»The Forum's 2011 conference offered practical and forward thinking exchange of
knowledge, innovative ideas and best practices for various stakeholders.The new
paradigm of development and urbanization globally requires to rethink urban design
and management of resources for the 21st century - and calls for new kinds of
partnerships.«

Andrej Krenker, Consultant, Consalta d.o.o., Ljubljana

New Satellite e-Service VPN for Intelligent City Management and Sustainable
Development in Danube Region
»Danube Region needs to build a satellite communication network between countries
and various institutions, providing the opportunity for knowledge and experience
sharing and exchanging.«

»Future urban development is associated with technology. And technology that can
turn “ordinary” city into “smart” one already exists. Just start using it in smart and
efficient way.«

Zoran Aralica, Research Associate, The Institute of Economics

Boris Cizelj, President Knowledge
Economy Network, KEN, Brussels

Planning the Future and Regional Knowledge Capacity Building
»A great weakness of initiatives and projects is a lack of a shared pan-european vision.
Therefore improving cooperation among various stakeholders is needed to enhance
the knowledge capacity especially at a supranational level.«

	
  

»Ljubljana Forum 2011 on the future of Cities provided a comprehensive,
multi-faceted and interdisciplinary insight into what should be done to transform
challenges of urbanization into opportunities for better quality of life for the 83%
of Europeans expected to live in cities in 2050!«

Enrico Ferro, Head of Business Model & Policy Innovation Unit at ISMB,
Turin
City services, The role of ICTs in the Cities of the Future
»Similarly to what happened for factories in the past, ICTs will play a key role in
shaping the cities of the future. City authorities should thus explore how to best
leverage such technologies as a key driver of social change.«
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City Mayors Foresight
Round Table

About the Agenda
and Seven Sessions of
Ljubljana Forum 2011

Session I:

Governance of Metropolises for the Future

In-depth insight into complex urban issues revealed the
importance of developing new forms of governance to
respond effectively to these challenges to focus urban
development towards realizing our vision of future smart
cities. In practice, there is a gap between those visions,
ideas and outcomes of policies implementation.

Participants:
Mayor of Ljubljana Mr Zoran Janković,
Mayor of Podgorica Mr Miomir Mugoša,
Mayor of Zagreb Mr Milan Bandić,
Vice Mayor of Budapest Mr István György,
Vice Mayor of Vienna Ms Maria Vassilakou,
Head of the Department for Spatial
Management, City of Ljubljana & Co-Chairman
of Ljubljana Forum Mr Miran Gajšek

How to narrow that gap? How to connect top down
priorities with bottom up initiatives?
The need for an integrated approach to challenges was
highlighted, as well as the importance of common action
in conjunction with regional approaches to development.
Long-term planning with the inclusion of various
stakeholders is a precondition for successful agenda
setting and its implementation. Therefore, the use of
foresight, as a participative process towards a shared
vision, should be strengthened, enabling the creation of
shared visions, shared leadership and shared ownership,
thus creating shared responsibility for delivery.

City Mayors Foresight Round Table has raised the City of Vienna as an exceptional case of city
management to look up to, since it has been listed as the 2nd and also the only European city amongst
the world's 10 most liveable cities. Still, Vienna, as also all the other cities, is facing the issues of
densification of urban areas, therefore has to suitably develop the metropolitan management of
the city to better integrate that growth. Hence, future city planning must consider how to reconcile
quantitative growth with qualitative growth. Following that, all the participants of the foresight round
table have come to the agreement that they wish for our cities to follow the development - different
as the one in the past - which will focus on solving current and future city development issues and
providing city residents with high-quality living environment at the same time. To achieve this vision,
the change of the inhabitants’ mentalities is needed, as well as new concepts of urban design, taking
into consideration city’s and nation’s identity and environmental settings.
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Future challenges' strategic governance
is of great importance for the creation of
opportunity and development of cities
towards smart cities of the future.
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Smart cities
Smart economy
Smart mobility
Smart environment
Smart people
Smart living
Smart governance
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Session II:

Knowledge and Creativity for Metropolitan Region Development

The success of the future of cities will
depend on how well we address rapid,
complex and interdependent change in
global challenges.

The improvement of the future prospects of urban life is
inextricably linked to the development of the systems of
collective intelligence, a system continually learning from
feedback to produce just in time knowledge for better
decisions than these elements acting alone. However,
not only information or knowledge of future physical
world will be enough for smart urban development.
Culture has much to offer to support and upgrade
that knowledge, especially in the area of creativity of
solutions, which must be consistent with European
identity. Hence, our vision of smart urban development
requires change in our philosophy, paradigm and policy.
We will have to find a »new paradigm«, which will be
compatible with today’s non-ownership model and other
emerging new political concepts.

Session III:

Good Practice Cases: Vienna and Ljubljana

VIENNA's Strategies and projects
Vienna is rated as the second amongst the 10 world's
most liveable cities. City's strategy is to design highquality public space with mix of uses instead of
monocultures, with housing, commerce and services
close by, to create densification instead of commuter belt
and to create city of short distances. The city puts a large
interest in urban agriculture, as it produces incredible
100% of vegetable self-provision during the season and
in improving energy efficiency. Vienna is redesigning
degraded city surfaces into green areas, reforming public
transport and encouraging car sharing and cycling in
order to reduce motor traffic.

Exceptional smart urban sustainable
development projects and solutions have
already been apllied in practice, thus indicating
future smart cities' vision as a possible one.

Important investment areas, concerning global
challenges
urban collective intelligence systems,
university courses in urban systems ecology,
retrofit for energy producing buildings,
dynamic adaptive buildings with sensors,
ubiquitous computing, robotics, nano sensors,
"Greening" everything possible,
smart traffic control,
saving urban water,
transinstitutions to assist urban management.

Groups of
experts

Hardware /
Software

Data /
Information /
Knowledge

	
  

	
  

LJUBLJANA's Strategies and projects
Ljubljana's strategy is the connection of spatial and
regional planning within the EU programming period
(OPN SD – 2027), the consideration of historical facts,
scientific studies and papers and the implementation
of the Millennium Project within the Danube strategy
to create »The Danube Low-Carbon Macroregion
Foresight 2027«. The main focuses of Ljubljana future
development are: Railway-logistics network on V.
TEN-T corridor; Touristic-energy-water transverzala;
Settlements-university network on development axes
with public transport transfer system ; »Forgotten
pockets«– opportunities for settlement, tourism and
eco-farming, linked to regional public transport, local
enterprise zones and regional produce centers.

Collective Intelligence
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Session IV:

Economy of the Metropolises

Using innovative solutions in the
transformation process towards
sustainable city development, thus
building smarter cities of the future.

Cities must address current megatrends, especially the
issue of reconciling urban growth with a good quality
of life. This requires the capability and willingness of
cities to transform towards a smarter city, regarding the
fields of environment, education, transportation, health
and safety, in a sustainable manner. And technology is
a key factor in that process, helping cities to prepare for
the future. Nevertheless, it is important to realize that
there is no »one-size-fits-all« solution. The knowledge of
where we stand today and based on what we ought to
do in the future supports the decisions of what are the
best and at the same time the simplest (due to safety
and public usage reasons) possible technical and other
solutions in order to make that future posible.
Many outstanding solutions for sustainable city
development already exist today. Detailed insight into
various technological possibilities and solutions can be
found at the following hyperlinks:
• Siemens Sustainable City

Session V:

Presentation of Financial and Other Instruments for Development

Funding to encourage urban development
is accessible. Now it is up to us to design
innovative, high-quality urban development
projects and actively use these funds.

Urban developers in South East Europe have a variety
of financial and non-financial instruments available to
support urban development. Priority sectors of EU policy,
where European Investment Bank (EIB) is particularly
active, include renewable energy/energy efficiency,
urban transport infrastructure, health and education. For
these priority areas EIB offers lending and other financial
instruments in support of urban development. Many of
these instruments have already encouraged a variety
of urban projects in South East Europe. There are SEE
Program funds available, supporting projects developed
within four Priority Axes: Innovation, Environment,
Accessibility and Sustainable Growth Areas, and also IPA
funds. Today, majority of funds stoll goes to the most
developed regions and cities. Therefore, less developed
regions must be encouraged to create and prepare
high-quality development projects. To succeed, projects
must be eligible, economically and technically sound and
in conform to the EU environmental and procurement
standards. During the process of project application
formation it is even possible to ask for technical
assistance.

	
  
• SAP for Public Sector
• 	
  Microsoft Case Studies

	
  
• IBM Intelligent Operations Center for Smarter Cities

• 	
  ENVIGENCE Cognitive Infrastructure in cooperation
with Hella Saturnus
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Session VI:

Development Circle of the Metropolises

Today's western civilization's crisis of
values brings mistrust and resistance of
the public to large-scale city development
projects. Therefore, issues of future
smart city development must be properly
addressed by enabling public-private
collaboration and cooperation through
created common networks.

In the recent past, we have seen increasing mistrust and
resistance of the public to large-scale city development
projects. Urban developers (public and private) are
faced with a question: can we still realize large-scale
city development projects? A good practice of planning
retains cultural, value and spatial identity of specific
region or city, thus offering greater possibility of
obtaining public support. Architectural academia is
very much involved in addressing such issues of urban
development and provides knowledge and specific
insights into the matters of urban and spatial planning
and design. Cooperation through common networks
must be further developed and the use of e-governance
solutions and services must be promoted, since
electronic means of citizen participation may provide the
transparency necessary in large-scale projects. Projects
within Šmartinska Partnership represent good cases
of urban redesign of a metropolis in improving urban
environment, making it more sustainable and peoplefriendly, without killing-off its old city centre.

Session VII:
Exchange of Development Projects

Future sustainable and symbiotic
communities, cities and regions are
being developed through innovative
projects, focused in municipal governance
improvement, promoting the importance of
symbiotic relation and culture of cooperation.

City indicators
The role of indicators is measurement for success. We
must know where we are to make smart plans for the
future. Various examples of quantitative methodological
approaches exist today, measuring city performance in
reaching sustainability: Global City Indicators Programme,
The Sustainable Cities Index 2010, European Common
Indicators (ECI).

Global city indicators programme
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City Services – includes services provided by city
governments and other entities

Quality of Life – includes critical contributors to overall quality of
life, but are not the direct responsibility of any local service provider

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education
Recreation
Governance
Recreation
Social Services
Transportation
Wastewater
Energy
Fire and Emergency Response
Health
Safety
Solid Waste
Urban Planning
Water
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Civic Engagement
Economy
Shelter
Subjective Well-Being
Culture
Environment
Social Equity
Technology and Innovation
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The sustainable city index 2010

Environmental performance
indicators

Quality of life indicators

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Air quality
Biodiversity
Household waste
Ecological footprint

Employment
Transport
Education
Health
Green space

Future-proofing indicators

•
•
•
•

Climate change
Local food
Economy
Recycling

Indicator 2
Indicator 3
Indicator 4
Indicator 5
Indicator 6
Indicator 7
Indicator 8
Indicator 9
Indicator 10

Citizen's satisfaction with the local community
Local contribution to global climate change
Local mobility and passenger transportation
Availability of local public open areas and services
Quality of the air
Children's journeys to and from school
Sustainable management of the local authority and local enterprises
Noise pollution
Sustainable land use
Products promoting sustainability

The project »Strengthening Families« demonstrated, how issues of building safe
family environment can be dealt by cooperative, parthership relations with all involved
parties (educational institutions, families, children, local community) with great
success.

Inter-Municipality Initiative presentation introduced the process of cross-border
project development with all the issues and barriers that are possible to occur through
that process and must be assessed properly. In order to solve certain problems, living
laboratories were presented as a way of how to create an environment, in which
researchers, developers and users - previously unknown to each other - cooperate
with the common objective of delivering a product, solution or service .
The RELODCycle (Recreational and Long Distance tourist Bicycle Lanes along Sava
River, Connecting Capital Cities Ljubljana, Zagreb and Belgrade) cross-border project
demonstrated positive effects of city cooperation, especially in terms of good practice
exchange, sustainable transportation and introduction of green open public spaces.

The Mercer Quality of Living Survey (Mercer Survey) ranks 221 cities on quality of life. This year's
ranking also identified the cities with the best eco-ranking, since a certain standard of sustainability
as essential element for city living and its inhabitants' quality has been recognised. In 2010 European
cities continue to dominate amongst the top 25 cities in the index: Vienna (Austria) is ranked as first,
followed by Zürich and Geneva (both Switzerland).
The Economist's World's Most Livable Cities uses data from the Mercer's Survey and ranks cities
on the basis of widespread availability of goods and services, low personal risk and an effective
infrastructure. In 2011 Melbourne (Australia) is ranked as the most liveable city in the world, Vienna
(Austria) as the second and Vancouver (Canada) as the third.

Symbiotic relation for building symbiotic Region
Symbiotic relation means that everyone included gives something and takes something. This kind
of relationship supports the so-called cooperation culture and symbiotic relation between scientific
communities, authorities (local, national and international), academia, civil society representatives,
business representatives, education systems and other possible stakeholders.
Development cross-border projects and iniciatives, presented at Ljubljana Forum 2011, stressed the
importance to develop such a relation and demonstrated positive outcomes of such cooperation.
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The presentation of Participatory eGovernment Application introduced the
possibilities of using ICT tools into useful e-participation in SEE Region to develop
good governance practices and also highlighted the importance of bottom-up
approach to e-participation.

The presentation of ROBBA business association stressed the need to strengthen
business cohesion to achieve high quality living conditions and global competitiveness
of the SEE Region and invited interested parties to join the emerging platform for
urban development in SEE, which is striving for faster transition to sustainability,
drawing upon collective intelligence building.

European common indicators

Indicator 1

A practical case of the ENVIGENCE demonstrated the possibilities of cost reduction
of public utilities by using advanced technologies, which can be achieved through
cooperation with municipality.

Summary report on Future of Cities

Presentation of New Satellite e-Service VPN stressed today's need for intensive daily
cooperation and presented the solution by linking most important stakeholders in the
Danube region by applying the advanced satellite technology for realization of VPN.
This is a satellite communications e-service solution, which offers high-performance
connections, reliability and usefulness in the broadband range over large areas or
areas that otherwise could not be accessed by ordinary terrestrial technology.
The presentation Planning the Future and Regional Knowledge Capacity Building
offered a critical review of existing knowledge-based economy initiatives in the
Western Balkans and the relevance of proposed projects and strategies by the EU
for the SEE proposed key challenges for the WBR future development: greater use
of innovation and inventive capacities, creation of national innovation systems as
an analytical tool, efficient use of knowledge, technology and energy, strengthening
public sector innovativeness and regional cooperation as mechanisms of promotion of
excellent practice.
The city of Turin's example demonstrated, how a city can be prepared for the future
by understanding the role and possibilities of ICT and by using these technological
advances in order to become service enabler. The ISMB Smart City Program has been
presented as an example of new ICT being used in various fields for producing value
for citizens and reducing costs and fostering good governance.

Summary report on Future of Cities
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Creating Synergies

FDI Award Ceremony
FDI Summit and Ljubljana Forum reception

Although “one size does not fit all” here are the general
themes for improved governance:

24

9 messages
on improving
governance of cities

1.

Many good practice cases,
presented at the Ljubljana
Forum, showed that changes
are possible, publicly desired
and positive. We have to think
smart and act smart, which
requires thinking 'outside the
box' to form creative ideas for
creative projects, and acting in
a manner that brings positive
consequences not only today,
but also for the future.
On the 15th October, Global
Day of Action at 15.00, the
Millennium Project Node for
South East Europe delivered
9 messages on improving
governance of cities. Messages
were consulted with the
Millennium project nodes
and participants of Ljubljana
Forum.

2. Integration of long-term foresight, use of the 15 Global

Inclusion of the full-range of stakeholders and bottomup participation in policy making through a variety of
means, including social media as well as in-person public
participatory methods
Challenges of The Millennium Project as a framework
to assess policy implications, setting and tracking of
measurable goals for human security and sustainable
development

Video Messages

3. Use of new development/wealth indicators beyond

	
  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysThTU5HEyA&feature=player_embedded

traditional GDP

4. Insistence on transparency to reduce corruption
5. Gender-balanced and age-balanced
6. Use of collective intelligence systems to support
knowledge-based governance, and identify and test
innovations and emerging new practices

7.

	
  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VfSbAce91sE&feature=player_embedded

Transinstitutional approaches and multilevel governance
alliances

8. Improve cities’ building codes and zoning laws to
encourage sustainable technologies

9. Commitment to knowledge sharing among the global
community of cities.

	
  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4pnta3Pyh0&feature=player_embedded
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About the People

Ljubljana Forum 2011
Participants
Mr. Andrej Atijas, Head of CC & GA, Siemens d.o.o.
Sarajevo, BiH
Mr. Ranko Atijas, CEO, Siemens Bosnia and
Herzegovina, BiH
Mr. Damjan Bonač, Vice President Marketing, ELSA,
Slovenia
Mr. Tomaž Breznik, Presales specialist, SAP, Slovenia
Mrs. Tanja Cegnar, Adviser to Director General, Slovenian
Environment Agency, Slovenia
Mr. Marko Čenčič, IBM, Slovenia
Mr. Gašper Demšar, Architecht, Demšar Arhitekti d.o.o.,
Slovenia
Ms. Gabriele Dienstl – Weber, Director of ComPRess of
the City of Vienna, Austria
Mr. Visar Dobroshi, Managing Partner, RECURA,
Republic of Kosovo
Ms. Lilijana Dolenc, Hella Saturnus Slovenija d.o.o.,
Slovenia
Ms. Barbara Domicelj, Microsoft Slovenia, Slovenia
Mr. Matjaž Drobnič, Head Inspector, IBM, Slovenia
Ms. Simona Lucija Dvoršak, Head of Com Press in
Ljubljana, Slovenia
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Mr. Ali Riza Ersoy, City Account Manager for Istanbul,
Siemens Turčija, Turkey
Mr. Damjan Florjanič, IBM, Slovenia
Mr. Boštjan Furlan, Hella Saturnus Slovenija d.o.o.,
Slovenia
Mr. Andy Gill, Business Development Manager, Siemens
Plc, UK
Mr. Renato Golob, Prosvetovanje d.o.o., Slovenia
Mr. Andrej Gorenjšček, IBM, Slovenia
Ms. Helena Habjan, External Associate, CeGD, Slovenia
Mr. Tarik Hamzic, City Account Manager for Sarajevo,
Siemens d.o.o. Sarajevo, BiH
Ms. Doris Hemrich, ComPress Dunaj, Austria
Mr. Segej Ivanus, Hella Saturnus Slovenija d.o.o.,
Slovenia
Ms. Tanja Jolič, Vice President Seminars & Conferences,
ELSA, Slovenia
Mr. Simon Kaluža, Director SAP Adriatic region, SAP
Slovenia, Slovenia
Ms. Esra Kent, Siemens Turkey, Turkey
Ms. Vida Kožar, Director, CCI-Chamber of Small Business
and Trade, Slovenia
Mr. Dominik Krejsa, Cabinet of Vice Mayor of Vienna,
Austria
Mr. Vasko Kronevski, CEO Nextsense, Macedonia
Mr. Igor Kulašić, Head of Division, Siemens d.o.o.,
Slovenia
Mr. Peter Kunstič, Director, Institut ISIS, Slovenia
Ms. Emina Lakota, City of Ljubljana, Slovenia
Ms. Medeja Lončar, CEO, Siemens d.o.o. Ljubljana,
Slovenia
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Ms. Lilijana Madjar, Regional Development Agency of
Ljubljana Urban Region, Slovenia
Ms. Milena Marega, The Regional Environmental Center
for Central and Eastern Europe
Mr. Milan Marič, S&T Crna Gora, Montenegro
Ms. Martina Merslavič, Siemens d.o.o. Ljubljana, Slovenia
Mr. Laszlo Molnar, Cysco Systems, Hungary
Mr. Marko Morel, City of Ljubljana, Slovenia
Ms. Mirela Murtič, The European Law Students'
Association, Slovenia
Mr. Nino Novinec, Public Administration Executive, SAP,
Slovenia
Ms. Nataša Oplotnik, City of Ljubljana, Slovenia
Ms. Nika Perko, Public Sector Manager, Microsoft
Slovenia, Slovenia
Mr. Nenad Poleksić, Sales and Service Manager, Siemens
Podgorica, Montenegro
Mr. Zoran Popovič, Hella Saturnus Slovenija d.o.o.Slovenia
Mr. Goran Radonić, Technology Foresight Coordinator,
Croatian Institute of Technology, Croatia
Mr. Bhana Rakesh, Urban Development Specialist,
European Investment Bank, Luxembourg
Mr. Tomaž Rogelj, Executive Manager, International
Center for Promotion of Enterprises, Slovenia
Ms. Mateja Sajovic, General Manager, RRC Računalniške
storitve, d.d., Slovenia
Mr. Marino Marinko Samardžija, Prokurist, Laboratorij za
prostorske operacije d.o.o., Slovenia
Mr. Robin Schweiger, Director, Jezuitsko združenje za
begunce Slovenije, Slovenia
Ms. Ana Seliškar, City of Ljubljana, Slovenia
Mr. Pavle Sicherl, SI Center, Slovenia
Ms. Mojca Slovenc, City of Ljubljana, Slovenia
Ms. Adriana Stefanac, Siemens d.d., Croatia
Ms. Tina Stojković, Embassy of Spain
Ms. Vesna Šimić, Head of Cabinet of the Mayor of Zagreb,
Croatia
Mr. David Garcia Ternero, CEO, Wellness Telecom, Spain
Mr. Ludvik Toplak, President, European Centre Maribor,
Slovenia
Mr. Peter Volasko, Ministry of Higher Education, Science
and Technology, Slovenia
Mr. Gregor Vreš, Director, Landscape d.o.o., Slovenia
Mr. Boštjan Vuga, Sadar Vuga d.o.o., Slovenia
Ms. Biljana Weber, General Manager, Microsoft Slovenia,
Slovenia
Ms.Tatjana Zupan, RRC Računalniške storitve d.d.,
Slovenia
Mr. Primož Zupan, Policy Analysis Consultant, Slovenia
Ms. Monika Zupanc Jelinčič, City of Ljubljana, Slovenia
Ms. Jovana Žuržin, Head of CC, Siemens d.o.o. Serbia,
Serbia
Mr. Aleksander Gerbec, Envigence, Slovenia
Ms. Mirjan Poljak, CEO, SL CONSULT d.o.o., Slovenia
Ms Vanja Jovanocić, Vanya Production, Serbia
Mr. Goran Karadžić, Vanya Production, Serbia
Ms. Verica Mileva, Vanya Production, Serbia
Mr. Aleš Čerin, Vice Mayor of Ljubljana, Slovenia
Mr. Dimitrij Jeraj, Institute Hevreka, Slovenia
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Ms. Jelka Vintar, Institute Hevreka, Slovenia
Mr. Filip Miločič, Montenegro
Mr. Ugo Negretto, entrepeneur, Munich Area, Germany
Mr. Luis Enrique Prieto, Embassy of Spain
Mr. Enrique Rodriguez, Embassy of Spain
Ms. Tanja Srnovršnik, journalist at energetika.net,
Slovenia
Mr. Christian Zellner, PA to Vice-President Anton Rop,
EIB
Mr. Luka Lajovic, Slovenia

Ljubljana Forum 2011 Speakers
and Moderators
Mr. Blaž Golob, Director of Centre for e-Governance
Development
Ms. Suzana Antič, Principal at Kindergarten Trnovo,
Ljubljana, Slovenia
Mr. Zoran Aralica, Research Associate, the Institute of
Economics, Croatia
Mr. Sanjin Arifagić, Senior Expert on Economic and Social
Development, Regional Cooperation Council, BiH
Ms. Emira Bečić, Ministry of Science, Education and
Sports of Croatia, Croatia
Ms Daniela Bervar, Country Manager for Slovenia at
Cotrugli Business School, Slovenia
Ms Barbara Bulc, President of Global Development,
Geneva, Switzerland/Slovenia
Mr Boris Cizelj, President Knowledge Economy Network,
KEN, Brussels, Belgium
Mr. Ivan Curzolo, Head of Project development and
management Unit, SEE Joint Technical Secretariat
Mr. Dejan Cvetković, Regional Technology Officer,
Microsoft CEE
Mr Guy Danon, Local & regional government, Public
Services Field industry, SAP Europe, Middle East & Africa
Mr Simon Delakorda, Director at INePA, Slovenia
Mr. Tihomir Divjak, Consultant for Balkans, Skylogic,
Serbia
Mr Andrej Drapal, Pristop, Slovenia
Mr Christof Droste, General Manager, Hella Saturnus
Slovenija d.o.o.
Mr. Enrico Ferro, Polytechnic of Turin, Italy
Mr. Peter Gabrijelčič, Dean, Faculty for Architecture,
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia
Mr Miran Gajšek, Head of the Department for Spatial
Planning, City of Ljubljana, Slovenia
Mr. Jerome C. Glenn, Director The Millenum Project, USA
Mr. Jože Gričar, Professor, Faculty of Organizational
Sciences, University of Maribor, Slovenia
Ms Corinne Hermant-de Callataÿ, Directorate-General for
Regional Policy, European Commission
Mr. Mitja Jermol, Head of the Center for Knowledge
Transfer at Jožef Stefan Institute, Slovenia
Mr. Michael Kehoe, IBM, Industry Solutions
Development Smart Cities
Mr. Andrej Krenker, Consultant, Consalta d.o.o., Slovenia
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Mr. Igor Lukšič, Minister of Education and Sport of the
Republic of Slovenia, Slovenia
Mr. Jože Mermal, President of the Management Board,
BTC d.d., Slovenia
Mr. Simon Mokorel, CFO at ENVIGENCE, Slovenia
Mr. Janez Podobnik, Director of the ECPD International
Institute for Sustainable Development, Urban Planning
and Environmental Studies in Ljubljana, Slovenia
Mr. Boris Podrecca, Atelier Boris Podrecca, Austria/
Slovenia
Mr. Alexander Prosser, Chairman of the Forum
eGovernment at the Austrian ComputerSociety,
University of Vienna, Austria
Mr. Anton Rop, Vice-President, European Investment
Bank, Luxemburg/Slovenia
Ms. Mateja Štirn, ISA Institute, Slovenia
Ms. Agata Tomažič, Delo, Slovenia
Mr. Georg Wilms, Siemens
Mr. Michael Witbrock, CTO, ENVIGENCE
Mr. Stefano Zara, Key Account Manager, Tooway Regional
Sales Manager, Europe Emerging Countries and Balkans
at Skylogic

Ljubljana Forum 2011 Event
Support
Ms. Jasmina Antonijević, eGovernance Academy
Coordinator, Centre for eGovernance Development,
Slovenia
Ms. Anja Polajnar, Knowledge Platform Coordinator,
Centre for eGovernance Development, Slovenia
Ms. Marija Marđonović, The Events, Slovenia
Ms. Jadranka Jezeršek Turnes, Kontekst, Slovenia
Mr. Gašper Golob, AVE Consulting, Slovenia
Mr. Peter Irman, VISION.si, Slovenia
Mr. Miha Sever, Centre for eGovernance Development,
Slovenia
Mr. Jure Jakič, Centre for eGovernance Development,
Slovenia
Ms. Aida Mahmutović, Centre for eGovernance
Development, Slovenia
Ms. Andrea Plavljanić, graphic design, Slovenia
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Mr. Milan Bandić, Mayor of Zagreb, Croatia
Mr. István György, Deputy Mayor of Budapest, Hungary
Mr. Zoran Janković, Mayor of Ljubljana, Slovenia
Mr. Miomir Mugoša, Mayor of Podgorica, Montenegro
Ms. Maria Vassilakou, Vice Mayor of Vienna, Austria

Centre for eGovernance Development for
SEE (CeGD) was established in January 2008, when six

Ambassadors

stakeholders (Regional Cooperation Council - RCC, Government
of the Republic of Slovenia, European Foundation, United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), INA Academy and
SRC.SI d.o.o.) and two recognized partners (Microsoft and
Siemens) signed the Memorandum of understanding on the
establishment of CeGD.

H.E. Ms. Dana Manuela Constantinescu, Ambassador,
Embassy of Romania
Ms. Draga Djurica, Economic Attache, Economic
Counsellor, Embassy of the Republic of Serbia
H.E. Mr. Bathijors Hasans, Ambassador, Embassy of the
Republic of Latvia
Mr. Emil Hasanov, Charge d'Affaires, Embassy of the
Republic of Azerbaijan
H.E. Mr. Derya Kanbay, Ambassador, Embassy of the
Republic of Turkey
H.E. Mr. Erwin Kubesch, Ambassador, Embassy of the
Republic of Austria
H.E. Mr. Nestor Lopez, Ambassador, Embassy of the
Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela
Mr. Philippe Malo, Economic Councillor, Embassy of the
French Republic
H.E. Mr. Andrew Page, Ambassador, Embassy of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
H. E. Mr. Robert Reich, Ambassador, Embassy of
Switzerland
H.E. Mr. István Szent-Iványi, Ambassador, Embassy of
the Republic of Hungary
H.E.Mr. Dr Sandër Kovaci, Ambassador, Embassy of the
Republic of Albania
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Strategic objectives
As it derives from Memorandum
of Understanding the objectives of
CeGD are:

I.

To improve efficiency, democratic
and economic processes.

CeGD was established in order to address training, educational,
consulting and research related issues to eGovernance
throughout the region of South East Europe.

II.

To support the eGovernance
programs.

Mission

III. To foster network of programs

As a Public Private Partnership, the mission of CeGD in the
field of eGovernance development is education & research,
coordination of activities, transfer of knowledge.

and nodes.

IV. To create Institutional linkages/
relationships.

Vision
CeGD’s vision is to achieve successful development of
Information Society in South East Europe (SEE) that will
contribute to the future development of European continent.
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V.

To bring about regional
ownership.
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CeGD implements its activities in accordance with the CeGD

7 ePillars Model of
Single SEE Information
Space and Inclusive
Information Society

CeGD Staff
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www.cegd.eu
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